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Summary

• We have evidence for non-baryonic dark matter that 
is not made of any known elementary particle

• We are in the exploratory stage to figure out its 
nature

• There are many particle physics and astrophysics 
ideas currently explored, and more will come

• Tools for dark matter should be flexible, modular, 
adaptable to new ideas



The current content of the Universe

WMAP+SN+BAO (Hinshaw et al. 2008)

neutrinos
ordinary matter

cold dark matter

(Units are 1.879×10-29 g/cm3 = 18.79 yg/m3)

Matter (p≈0)
Cosmological constant

Radiation (p=ρ/3)

Matter

ΩΛ h2 = 0.354 ± 0.008
Ωm h2 = 0.1369 ± 0.003
Ωr  h2 = 2.47×10-5

Ωb h2 = 0.02265 ± 0.00059
Ων h2 < 0.065 (95% C.L.)
Ωc h2 = 0.1143 ±0.0034



The current content of the Universe

4% ordinary matter

11.7% neutrinos

20.5% cold 
dark matter

63.7% dark 
energy

0.04% photons



Mass of Galaxies

  

€ 

M =1.6 ×1011M(r /30kpc)

  

€ 

Mstars+gas = 0.4 ×1011M

€ 

M total

Mvisible

> 4

1 pc = 3.08×1016 m

Dark 
matter

Galaxies spin faster than gravity of known matter can support



Much more than galactic rotation curves

• Dynamics of galaxy clusters (motion of galaxies, gas 
density and temperature, gravitational lensing)

• Acoustic peaks in Cosmic Microwave Background

• Power spectrum of matter fluctuations

• Primordial nucleosynthesis

• Large Scale Structure formation



Mass of galaxy clusters

Coma Cluster
Optical

Kitt Peak

X-rays
ROSAT

€ 

M total

Mvisible

≈ 6

Strong gravitational lensing
Abell 2218

Weak gravitational lensing

Different observations lead to same conclusion: Dark Matter



The need for dark matter
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Dark matter fluctuations start growing before the baryon 
fluctuations

Baryon fluctuations start growing at recombination, and 
grow by a factor of zrec≈1100 from 10-5 to 10-2. Not enough!

Baryons
Dark matter



The need for dark matter

Dark matter fluctuations start growing before the baryon 
fluctuations

Baryon fluctuations start growing at recombination, and 
grow by a factor of zrec≈1100 from 10-5 to 10-2. Not enough!

Without dark matter

With dark matter

SDSS



Evidence for non-baryonic dark matter

Fact number 1: height of acoustic peaks in the angular 
spectrum of the Cosmic Microwave Background

WMAP



Evidence for non-baryonic dark matter

Fact number 2: Change of slope in power 
spectrum of density fluctuations P(k)
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FIG. 4: Measured power spectra for the full LRG and main galaxy samples. Errors are uncorrelated and full window functions are shown
in Figure 5. The solid curves correspond to the linear theory !CDM fits to WMAP3 alone from Table 5 of [7], normalized to galaxy bias
b = 1.9 (top) and b = 1.1 (bottom) relative to the z = 0 matter power. The dashed curves include the nonlinear correction of [29] for
A = 1.4, with Qnl = 30 for the LRGs and Qnl = 4.6 for the main galaxies; see equation (4). The onset of nonlinear corrections is clearly
visible for k !

> 0.09h/Mpc (vertical line).

Our Fourier convention is such that the dimensionless
power !2 of [77] is given by !2(k) = 4!(k/2!)3P (k).

Before using these measurements to constrain cosmo-
logical models, one faces important issues regarding their
interpretation, related to evolution, nonlinearities and
systematics.

B. Clustering evolution

The standard theoretical expectation is for matter
clustering to grow over time and for bias (the rela-
tive clustering of galaxies and matter) to decrease over
time [78–80] for a given class of galaxies. Bias is also

SDSSTegmark



Evidence for non-baryonic dark matter
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1. CMB modeling issues

With any data set, it is prudent to be extra cautious
regarding the most recent additions and the parts with
the lowest signal-to-noise ratio. In the WMAP case, this
suggests focusing on the T power spectrum around the
third peak and the large-scale E-polarization data, which
as discussed in Section IVB 1 were responsible for tight-
ening and lowering the constraints on !m and " , respec-
tively.

The large-scale E-polarization data appear to be the
most important area for further investigation, because
they are single-handedly responsible for most of the dra-
matic WMAP3 error bar reductions, yet constitute only
a 3# detection after foregrounds an order of magnitude
larger have been subtracted from the observed polar-
ized CMB maps [2]. As discussed in [127] and Sec-
tion IVB1, all the WMAP3 polarization information is
e!ectively compressed into the probability distribution
for " , since using the prior " = 0.09 ± 0.03 instead of
the polarized data leaves the parameter constraints es-
sentially unchanged. This error bar "" = 0.03 found
in [7] and Table 2 reflects only noise and sample vari-
ance and does not include foreground uncertainties. If
future foreground modeling increases this error bar sub-
stantially, it will reopen the vanilla banana degeneracy
described in [33]: Increasing " and As in such a way
that Apeak ! Ase!2! stays constant, the peak heights re-
main unchanged and the only e!ect is to increase power
on the largest scales. The large-scale power relative to
the first peak can then be brought back down to the
observed value by increasing ns, after which the second
peak can be brought back down by increasing !b. Since
quasar observations of the Gunn-Peterson e!ect allow "
to drop by no more than about 1# (0.03) [170, 171], the
main change possible from revised foreground modeling
is therefore that (", #!, !d, !b, As, ns, h) all increase to-
gether [33]. For a more detailed treatment of these issues,
see [172].

A separate issue is that, as discussed in Section IVD,
reasonable changes in the CMB data modeling can easily
increase ns by of order 0.01 [39, 127, 154–156, 158], weak-
ening the significance with which the Harrison-Zeldovich
model (ns = 1, r = 0) can be ruled out.

With the above-mentioned exceptions, parameter mea-
surements now appear rather robust to WMAP modeling
details. We computed parameter constraints using the
WMAP team chains available on the LAMBDA archive.
We created our own chains using the CosmoMC pack-
age [102] for the vanilla case (of length 310,817) as a
cross-check and for the case with curvature (of length
226,456) since this was unavailable on LAMBDA. The pa-
rameter constraints were in excellent agreement between
these two vanilla chains. For a fair comparison between
WMAP team and CosmoMC-based chains, the best-fit
$2 values listed in Table 3 have been o!set-calibrated so
that they all give the same value for our best fit vanilla
model.

FIG. 21: The key information that our LRG measurements add
to WMAP comes from the power spectrum shape. Parametrizing
this shape by !m and the baryon fraction !b/!m for vanilla mod-
els with ns = 1, h = 0.72, the 95% constraints above are seen to
be nicely consistent between the various radial subsamples. More-
over, the WMAP+LRG joint constraints from our full 6-parameter
analysis are seen to be essentially the intersection of the WMAP
and “ALL LRG” allowed regions, indicating that these two shape
parameters carry the bulk of the cosmologically useful LRG infor-
mation.

2. LRG modeling issues

Since we marginalize over the overall amplitude of
LRG clustering via the bias parameter b, the LRG power
spectrum adds cosmological information only through
its shape. Let us now explore how sensitive this shape
is to details of the data treatment. A popular way to
parametrize the power spectrum shape in the literature
has been in terms of the two parameters (#m, fb) shown
in Figure 21, where fb ! #b/#m is the baryon fraction.
Since we wish to use (#m, fb) merely to characterize this
shape here, not for constraining cosmology, we will ig-
nore all CMB data and restrict ourselves to vanilla mod-
els with ns = 1, h = 0.72 and As = 1, varying only the
four parameters (#m, fb, b, Qnl). Figure 21 suggest that
for vanilla models, the two parameters (#m, fb) do in
fact capture the bulk of this shape information, since the
WMAP+LRG joint constraints from our full 6-parameter
analysis are seen to be essentially the intersection of the
WMAP and “ALL LRG” allowed regions in the (#m, fb)-
plane.

a. Sensitivity to defogging Figure 21 shows good
consistency between the power spectrum shapes recov-

Tegmark et al (SDDS) 2006
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FIG. 4: Measured power spectra for the full LRG and main galaxy samples. Errors are uncorrelated and full window functions are shown
in Figure 5. The solid curves correspond to the linear theory !CDM fits to WMAP3 alone from Table 5 of [7], normalized to galaxy bias
b = 1.9 (top) and b = 1.1 (bottom) relative to the z = 0 matter power. The dashed curves include the nonlinear correction of [29] for
A = 1.4, with Qnl = 30 for the LRGs and Qnl = 4.6 for the main galaxies; see equation (4). The onset of nonlinear corrections is clearly
visible for k !

> 0.09h/Mpc (vertical line).

Our Fourier convention is such that the dimensionless
power !2 of [77] is given by !2(k) = 4!(k/2!)3P (k).

Before using these measurements to constrain cosmo-
logical models, one faces important issues regarding their
interpretation, related to evolution, nonlinearities and
systematics.

B. Clustering evolution

The standard theoretical expectation is for matter
clustering to grow over time and for bias (the rela-
tive clustering of galaxies and matter) to decrease over
time [78–80] for a given class of galaxies. Bias is also

Break in P(k) gives Ωm

Peak heights give Ωb



No known particle can be cold dark matter



No known particle can be cold dark matter

unstable

‘baryons’

not heavy
enough

radiation



Is cold dark matter a new elementary particle?



Is cold dark matter a new elementary particle?



Is cold dark matter a new elementary particle?

Ideas from theoretical particle physics:

• From Quantum Chromodynamics:

- Axions

• From Grand Unified Theories & String Theories:

- Lightest Supersymmetric Particle

• From String Theories & Extra-dimensions:

- Kaluza-Klein Particle

• Etc., etc., etc.



Many candidates for non-baryonic dark matter

The Big Picture
• neutrino ! – hot DM

• neutralino "

• “generic” WIMP

• axion a

• axino !a

• gravitino !G

• wimpzilla,. . .

...Must go beyond SM..., SUSY (still) most promising

Supersymmetric WIMPs – p.4

Roszkowski 2004



The wonder WIMP
Weakly Interacting Massive Particle

A WIMP in chemical equilibrium in the early universe 
naturally has the right density to be Cold Dark Matter



The wonder WIMP
Weakly Interacting Massive Particle

• At early times, WIMPs are produced in e+e-, μ+μ-, etc collisions 
in the hot primordial soup [thermal production].

• WIMP production ceases when the production rate becomes 
smaller than the Hubble expansion rate [freeze-out]. 

• After freeze-out, the number of WIMPs per photon is constant.

! + ! ! e
+

+ e
!

, µ
+

+ µ
!

, etc.

A WIMP in chemical equilibrium in the early universe 
naturally has the right density to be Cold Dark Matter



The WIMP annihilation cross section 
determines its cosmological density

!ann ! n"!v# $ H

annihilation rate

freeze-out

expansion rate

!!h2 !
3 " 10!27cm3/s

#!v$
ann

!!h
2

= !cdmh
2
! 0.1143

!!v"ann # 3 $ 10
!26

cm
3/sfor

Modern tools handle concomitant annihilation (co-
annihilation) of many particles into many final states



The set-theory diagram of SUSY models

mSUGRA

AMSB

SplitSUSY

 non-universal
SUGRA

NMSSM

GMSB
MSSM-25

MSSM-63

MSSM-124

SM-18



Neutralino dark matter: mSUGRA
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Figure 5: A plot of the reach of direct, indirect and collider searches for neutralino dark matter
in the m0 vs. m1/2 plane, for A0 = 0, tan! = 55 and µ > 0.

– 21 –

Baer et al, 
hep-ph/0405210
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Neutralino dark matter: MSSM-25
Supersymmetric dark matter

The lightest
neutralino
is a good
dark matter
candidate
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The density of points in parameter space

• Results of Bayesian analyses depend on priors

• Priors describe our beliefs in the value of the model 
parameters

P (!|data) =
Likelihood(data|!) Prior(!) d!

Evidence(data)



The density of points in parameter space

• Results of Bayesian analyses depend on priors

• Priors describe our beliefs in the value of the model 
parameters

P (!|data) =
Likelihood(data|!) Prior(!) d!

Evidence(data)

• Example: a scan in 
parameter space using 
an anthropic prior



The density of points in parameter space

• Results of Bayesian analyses depend on priors

• Priors describe our beliefs in the value of the model 
parameters

P (!|data) =
Likelihood(data|!) Prior(!) d!

Evidence(data)

• Example: a scan in 
parameter space using 
an anthropic prior



The density of points in parameter space

• Results of Bayesian analyses depend on priors

• Priors describe our beliefs in the value of the model 
parameters

P (!|data) =
Likelihood(data|!) Prior(!) d!

Evidence(data)

• What is a sensible prior for M2, say? 

- Flat in M2? Flat in log(M2)? Exponential in arctan(M2)?



More supersymmetric dark matter

• SuperWIMPs

• Sneutrinos

• Gravitinos

• Particles in the hidden sector

• NMSSM (Next-to-Minimal Susy Standard Model)

they solve the Lithium problem in primordial nucleosynthesis

they may account for the DAMA modulation

they may solve the “satellite problem” but are undetectable

they might have the right properties for Cold Dark Matter

• ......
more parameters, more possibilities



Searches for WIMP Dark Matter

• Accelerators

• Direct detection

• Indirect detection (neutrinos)
- Sun 
- Earth

• Indirect detection (gamma-rays, positrons, antiprotons)

- Milky Way halo
- External galaxies
- Galactic Center

LHC

CDMS

IceCube GLAST



Dark matter in accelerators

• Existence of dark matter particle to be inferred from 
detection of charged/colored particles

• Theoretical model needed for interpretation

• Thus variety of possible scenarios: neutralinos, 
superWIMPs, Kaluza-Klein particles, etc.



WIMP mass from the LHC

Figure 7: Allowed range of the mass of the heavy CP-odd Higgs in the LCC1 model is shown for accelerator-based measurements
(left) and combined accelerator and direct detection (right) with a per-nucleon cross-section sensitivity of 10!45cm2, such as the
SuperCDMS 25 kg experiment [84].

discrete possibilities that the lightest neutralino is Bino, Wino, or Higgsino. Assuming a standard halo, a few dozen
events in a direct detection experiment would serve to completely eliminate the incorrect solutions. The ILC would be
required to eliminate the incorrect solutions without astrophysical input.

For the benchmark model LCC3 (with stau coannihilations important), again colliders give little information before a
TeV ILC, though in this case, the heavy Higgs bosons are visible even to the LHC. Here, the important uncertainty is
the gaugino-higgsino mixing angle that can only be readily constrained by a TeV ILC, which can observe most of the
neutralinos and charginos. Furthermore, the TeV ILC could also measure the width of the pseudoscalar Higgs, which
constrains tan! and thus the neutralino mass matrix.

The point LCC4 is an interesting case. This model has a large resonant annihilation cross section (through the pseu-
doscalar Higgs, which is closely tied in mass to the heavy Higgs). Again, these heavy Higgs particles are visible to the
LHC, but the neutralino mixing angles can only be measured at a TeV ILC. As with LCC3, measuring the width of the
pseudoscalar Higgs at a TeV ILC gives tan!, but for this point, the measurement is crucial for determining the relic
density.

So we see that for all of these benchmarks, which have been chosen to illustrate the power that colliders would have,
direct detection would make significant contributions to fundamental physics, in advance of a TeV linear collider.
While such LHC/ILC measurements could help to constrain the astrophysical searches, a WIMP detection in the Galaxy
leading to a determination of the elastic cross section would place a significant constraint on SUSY, otherwise absent
from the accelerator experiments. Since a WIMP detection could constrain the elastic cross section to better than
a factor of a few, the neutralino mass matrix becomes better defined because the mixing angles are constrained by
including the elastic cross section measurement. The uncertainties are dominated by halo uncertainties and the strange
content of the nucleon for SI interactions. SD interactions suffer, in addition, from uncertainty in the spin structure of
the nucleus. From the direct-search viewpoint, it is important and attainable that the long-term program address the
sensitivity requirements for both SI and SD interactions. Sorting out this physics will require a variety of target nuclei
with different masses and spins, and the present R&D program is headed in that direction (see Section 7 for further
details).

As for the LHC/ILC informing the solution to the dark matter problem in the absence of halo searches, the best they
can do is refine the candidates but can say nothing relevant about the stability on the Hubble time scale. In fact, if

15

From Baltz et al. 2006



Direct detection

Dark
matter
particle

crystal

Low-background underground detector

CRESST

CDMS
EDELWEISS
DAMA
CRESST
DRIFT
XENON
COUPP
TARP
DMTPC
TEXONO
…



WIMP mass from direct detection experiments

!
Figure 26: Error ellipses in the cross-section versus WIMP mass plane from an assumed signal of 100 

events, for three different WIMP masses
57
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5.5 Direct detection of axion dark matter 
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Direct detection experiments
can measure mWIMP if it is below ~100 GeV



WIMP mass from the LHC + direct detection

Figure 7: Allowed range of the mass of the heavy CP-odd Higgs in the LCC1 model is shown for accelerator-based measurements
(left) and combined accelerator and direct detection (right) with a per-nucleon cross-section sensitivity of 10!45cm2, such as the
SuperCDMS 25 kg experiment [84].

discrete possibilities that the lightest neutralino is Bino, Wino, or Higgsino. Assuming a standard halo, a few dozen
events in a direct detection experiment would serve to completely eliminate the incorrect solutions. The ILC would be
required to eliminate the incorrect solutions without astrophysical input.

For the benchmark model LCC3 (with stau coannihilations important), again colliders give little information before a
TeV ILC, though in this case, the heavy Higgs bosons are visible even to the LHC. Here, the important uncertainty is
the gaugino-higgsino mixing angle that can only be readily constrained by a TeV ILC, which can observe most of the
neutralinos and charginos. Furthermore, the TeV ILC could also measure the width of the pseudoscalar Higgs, which
constrains tan! and thus the neutralino mass matrix.

The point LCC4 is an interesting case. This model has a large resonant annihilation cross section (through the pseu-
doscalar Higgs, which is closely tied in mass to the heavy Higgs). Again, these heavy Higgs particles are visible to the
LHC, but the neutralino mixing angles can only be measured at a TeV ILC. As with LCC3, measuring the width of the
pseudoscalar Higgs at a TeV ILC gives tan!, but for this point, the measurement is crucial for determining the relic
density.

So we see that for all of these benchmarks, which have been chosen to illustrate the power that colliders would have,
direct detection would make significant contributions to fundamental physics, in advance of a TeV linear collider.
While such LHC/ILC measurements could help to constrain the astrophysical searches, a WIMP detection in the Galaxy
leading to a determination of the elastic cross section would place a significant constraint on SUSY, otherwise absent
from the accelerator experiments. Since a WIMP detection could constrain the elastic cross section to better than
a factor of a few, the neutralino mass matrix becomes better defined because the mixing angles are constrained by
including the elastic cross section measurement. The uncertainties are dominated by halo uncertainties and the strange
content of the nucleon for SI interactions. SD interactions suffer, in addition, from uncertainty in the spin structure of
the nucleus. From the direct-search viewpoint, it is important and attainable that the long-term program address the
sensitivity requirements for both SI and SD interactions. Sorting out this physics will require a variety of target nuclei
with different masses and spins, and the present R&D program is headed in that direction (see Section 7 for further
details).

As for the LHC/ILC informing the solution to the dark matter problem in the absence of halo searches, the best they
can do is refine the candidates but can say nothing relevant about the stability on the Hubble time scale. In fact, if
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From Baltz et al. 2006



The DAMA modulation

DAMA finds a yearly modulation as 
expected for dark matter particles

Bernabei et al 2003-2008
Drukier, Freese, Spergel 1986

8.2σ detection
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Figure 2: Model-independent residual rate of the single-hit scintillation events, mea-
sured by the new DAMA/LIBRA experiment in the (2 – 4), (2 – 5) and (2 – 6) keV
energy intervals as a function of the time. The residuals measured by DAMA/NaI and
already published in ref. [4, 5] are also shown. The zero of the time scale is January
1st of the first year of data taking of the former DAMA/NaI experiment. The exper-
imental points present the errors as vertical bars and the associated time bin width
as horizontal bars. The superimposed curves represent the cosinusoidal functions be-
haviours A cos!(t ! t0) with a period T = 2!

" = 1 yr, with a phase t0 = 152.5 day
(June 2nd) and with modulation amplitudes, A, equal to the central values obtained by
best fit over the whole data, that is: (0.0215± 0.0026) cpd/kg/keV, (0.0176± 0.0020)
cpd/kg/keV and (0.0129±0.0016) cpd/kg/keV for the (2 – 4) keV, for the (2 – 5) keV
and for the (2 – 6) keV energy intervals, respectively. See text. The dashed vertical
lines correspond to the maximum of the signal (June 2nd), while the dotted vertical
lines correspond to the minimum. The total exposure is 0.82 ton"yr.
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Interpretation of DAMA modulation

Low mass WIMPs are compatible with other experiments
Gondolo, Gelmini 2005; Petriello, Zurek 2008

channeling e!ect is required to open up the low-mass elastic scattering window.

Figure 1: Allowed region in the mDM , !p plane consistent with the DAMA modulation
signal at 90% C.L. and 3! (inner and outer hatched regions, respectively). Also shown are
the experimental constraints arising from other null experiments. The DAMA allowed region
includes both channeled and quenched events.

To roughly study the e!ect of galactic uncertainties on these results, we also show in Fig.
(3) the e!ect of changing the most-probable speed v0 and the galactic escape velocity. In
the left panel we change to v0 = 170 km/s, while in the right panel we set vesc = 610 km/s.
Although both changes have quantitative e!ects, the picture described above is unchanged.
Previous analyses have shown that assuming a galactic velocity distribution beyond a simple
Maxwell-Boltzmann form opens up a small region of additional allowed parameter space [13],
and we expect the same would occur in our study, though we do not pursue it further here.

Further running of these experiments will continue to probe the elastic scattering pa-
rameter space. To estimate whether future experiments can rule out the allowed region, we
show in Fig. (4) the projected sensitivities of XENON, CDMSII-Si, and TEXONO together
with the DAMA allowed region. These projections are obtained by simple scalings of the
current exposure by a factor of ten. For CDMS-II, the expected signal has been increased by
ten, while for XENON the expected signal and observed background have both been scaled
upward. While the XENON energy threshold is currently too high to probe the DAMA
allowed region, future CDMSII silicon data will test dark matter in the 5 ! 8 GeV range.
For TEXONO, we have assumed an exposure of 1 kg-yr, the future goal of the collabora-
tion [18]. Achievement of this exposure will allow TEXONO to study the entire low-mass
WIMP window.

In summary, completely ordinary, elastically scattering WIMPs with masses in the 3 !
8 GeV range can produce the DAMA modulation signature and remain consistent with other

10



Interpretation of DAMA modulation

Neutralino with mass 
between ~5 GeV and 
~50 GeV 6

FIG. 2: !"(nucleon)
scalar as a function of the WIMP mass. The

region covered by a (red) slant hatching denotes the DAMA
annual modulation region, under the hypothesis that the ef-
fect is due to a WIMP with a coherent interaction with nuclei
and including the channeling e!ect. All other prerequisites of
this region are as in Fig. 1. The scatter plot and the (blue)
uniformly–shaded region are as in Fig. 1.

respond to the case where channeling is included with
the model explained in Ref. [7]. Actually, the extent
by which the channeling e!ect occurs when a putative
WIMP traverses a NaI crystal is still under study. For
this reason, in our analysis we consider both cases of no-
channeling and of channeling with the model of Ref. [7].
One expects that the actual physical situation is com-
prised within these two cases.

A. Annual modulation regions (convolution over a
class of distribution functions)

We start our analysis by showing in Figs. 1–2 the
DAMA annual modulation regions in a plot of !"(nucleon)

scalar

versus the WIMP mass. These have been derived by the
DAMA Collaboration for the case of a WIMP with a co-
herent interaction with nuclei [55], by varying the WIMP
galactic distribution function (DF) over the set consid-
ered in Ref.[18] and by taking into account other uncer-
tainties of di!erent origins [56]. The DAMA regions are
denoted by a (red) slant hatching; they represent regions
where the likelihood-function values di!er more than 6.5
" from the null hypothesis (absence of modulation). Fig.
1 refers to the case in which the channeling e!ect is not
included, whereas Fig. 2 displays the case where chan-
neling is included.

Figs. 1–2 also show the (blue) uniformly-shadowed

region, which represents the physical neutralino region
as derived within our e!ective MSSM. The scatter plot,
common to Fig.1 and Fig.2, denotes the results of our
evaluations, when a scanning over the supersymmetric
parameter space is performed, at the fixed representa-
tive set of values for the hadronic quantities mentioned
in Sect. III C. This representative set is characterized by
the values: gu,ref = 123 MeV, gd,ref = 290 MeV (we re-
call that this set is the one employed also in our previous
paper of Ref. [54]). The (red) crosses and the (blue) dots
of the scatter plot denote configurations with no-rescaling
and those with rescaling of the local density, respectively
(see Sect. III B). The uniformly–shaded region displayed
in Figs. 1–2 represents the extension of the scatter plot
upwards and downwards, when the hadronic uncertain-
ties reported in Eq. (14) are included. The range of the
pion–nucleon sigma term of Eq. (13) is responsible for
the upper extension of the physical region, as compared
to the representative scatter plot, by an enhancement fac-
tor of about 2–3, whereas the range of Eq. (12) generates
the lower extension by a suppression factor of order 8–9.
These numbers follow immediately from the formulae in
Sect. III C, by taking into account that the dominant
term in the quantity Ih,H is the one involving gd. Thus,
the scatter plot for any value set of hadronic quantities
with given values of gd and gu can approximately be ob-
tained from the one corresponding to the reference set
of values, characterized by gu,ref = 123 MeV, gd,ref =
290 MeV, by scaling the reference scatter plot by the
factor (gd/gd,ref)2. However, notice that, in deriving the
boundaries of the full theoretical region in Figs. 1–2, the
full expression of Eq. (9) has been used.

From Figs.1–2 it is clear that the DAMA annual mod-
ulation region is largely compatible with the theoretical
predictions for relic neutralinos with masses m! <! 100
GeV, in particular for neutralinos within the low–energy
funnel for m! <! 50 GeV. This occurs, whether or not the
channeling e!ect is included.

B. Annual modulation regions for single halo
models

We turn now to the analysis of the annual modulation
regions for specific forms of the WIMP distribution func-
tion. First we discuss in detail our reference model, the
cored isothermal sphere, mentioned in Sect. III A (de-
noted as Evans logarithmic model, or A1 model, in Ref.
[18]); we will comment about some other DFs afterwords.

Figs.3–4 display the theoretical predictions of our su-
persymmetric model (already shown in Figs.1–2) to-
gether with the DAMA annual modulation regions [55],
under the hypothesis that the WIMP-nucleus interaction

Bottino, Donato, Fornengo, Scopel 
2003-2008
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FIG. 5: The solid lines show the upper limit on the quantity
!"(nucleon)

scalar as a function of the WIMP mass m! for the CDMS
detector [5] and for vesc = 650 km sec!1. The (red) median
line refers to the standard isothermal sphere with v0 = 220
km sec!1 and #0 = 0.3 GeV cm!3 (model A0 of Ref. [18]).
The (black) upper and lower curves refer to model B1 with
v0 = 170 km sec!1 (upper solid line) and model C3 with v0 =
270 km sec!1 (lower solid line). The short–dashed line refers
to model C3 with maximal counter–rotation of the galactic
halo. The long–dashed lines show the upper limits for CDMS
in the case of a lower escape velocity vesc = 450 km sec!1:
the upper line refers to model A1, the lower one to model
C3. For model B1, the limit coincides with the corresponding
solid line. The scatter plot and the (blue) uniformly–shaded
region are as in Fig. 1. Other specifications in the text.

case $ K0 L Vc VA

[kpc2/Myr] [kpc] [km s!1] [km s!1]

max 0.46 0.0765 15 5 117.6

med 0.70 0.0112 4 12 52.9

min 0.85 0.0016 1 13.5 22.4

TABLE I: Astrophysical parameters of the two–zone di!usion
model for galactic cosmic rays propagation, compatible with
B/C analysis and yielding the maximal, median and minimal
primary antiproton flux [62].

best–fit (on B/C) set (denoted as median), together with
the sets which yield the minimal and the maximal pri-
mary antiproton fluxes [62]. The values of these three
sets are given in Table I.

We proceed now to analyze the extent of compatibil-
ity of the neutralino configurations which fit the DAMA
results with the present data on cosmic antiprotons.
Among the six sets of values for the parameters v0 and !0

analyzed in Figs. 3–4, let us consider the following ones
(the same already considered in Ref. [54]): A) v0 = 170
km sec!1, !min

0 = 0.20 GeV cm!3; B) v0 = 170 km
sec!1, !max

0 = 0.42 GeV cm!3; C) v0 = 220 km sec!1,
!min
0 = 0.34 GeV cm!3.

In Figs. 6–7 we give the antiproton fluxes at p̄ kinetic
energy Tp̄ = 0.23 GeV, as a function of the neutralino
mass for a cored isothermal halo and for the neutralino
configurations selected by the DAMA regions shown in
Fig. 3–4, respectively. Fig. 6 refers to the case in which
channeling is not included in the derivation of the DAMA
regions, Fig. 7 to the case with channeling included.

At variance with what displayed in Figs. 1–5, where
the scatter plot was evaluated at the reference point:
gu,ref = 123 MeV, gd,ref = 290 MeV, in Figs. 6–7 the
scatter plots are the results not only of the scan over the
supersymmetric parameter space but also of the varia-
tions of the quantities gu and gd, as given by Eqs. (10)–
(11), when "!N and "0 are varied in the ranges of Eq.
(14) and Eq. (15), respectively, and r is put at the default
value r = 25.

From the results shown in Figs. 6–7 we see that,
though a number of configurations are excluded by the
BESS data [63], many others are perfectly compatible
with BESS and in principle accessible to PAMELA [64]
and AMS-02 [65]. More specifically, for set A, most of
the neutralino configurations are unconstrained by the
galactic antiproton data, except for a group of them in
the case of the maximal set of the di!usion parameters
and when channeling is included; a sizable number of
configurations are at the level of possible investigation.
Sets B and C, due to their corresponding higher values of
!0, are more sensitive to the p̄ constraints (but also, to a
large extent, accessible to PAMELA and AMS), though
prevalently for sets of the di!usion parameters close to
the maximal set.

It is worth noticing explicitly that for the other sets
of v0 and !0 discussed in Sect. IVB and in Figs. 3–4,
but not considered here, one would obtain plots similar
to the ones displayed in Figs. 6–7 with scatter plots
rescaled according to the power !2

0; thus for these sets the
p̄ constraints would be more severe than in the previous
cases.

As we noticed above, a sizable number of neutralino
configurations are at the level of the sensitivities of cur-
rent experiments on cosmic antimatter. However, for
the reasons explained above, the corresponding primary
fluxes would be rather di"cult to be disentangled from
the secondary flux (notice that primary and secondary
fluxes have also a very similar behavior as functions of
the p̄ kinetic energy) [62]. The cosmic antiproton data,
powerful in providing stringent constraints, are some-
what problematic in providing positive signals for exotic



Indirect detection

Annihilation of neutralinos is important wherever dark 
matter density is high (Γ∝ρ2):

• Early universe (gives right relic density)

• Earth, Sun, Galaxy, the first stars

The same annihilation cross section that determines the 
WIMP relic density fixes the rate of WIMP annihilation in 
indirect searches (but for kinematical factors)



Indirect searches: neutrinos

Sun

neutrino

dark
matter

ANTARES Kamiokande
AMANDA
ANTARES
IceCube
…

DM spike at galactic center

Gondolo, Silk 1999
Gondolo 2000

Visible
Galaxy

Black Hole

Dark
Matter
Spike

Neutrinos, Photons, ...

If cuspy halo

• neutrino source

• !-ray source

• radio source
(too strong)

Black Hole at 
Galactic Center

neutrino



Neutrinos from Sun, Earth, and Galactic Center

• “Mature” modelling for Sun and Earth

- Neutrino oscillations are relatively unimportant

• Still crude modelling for Galactic Center

- “Multi-messenger” observations are beneficial 
(synchrotron, radio, gamma, neutrino)



Indirect searches
HEAT
BESS
PAMELA
AMS
GAPS
EGRET
HESS
MAGIC
VERITAS
GLAST
STACEE
CACTUS
…
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Positrons/Antiprotons/Antideuterons

• Strong dependence on propagation model

• Still tuning the galactic cosmic ray model

- Uncertainties in the size of diffusion region, energy 
dependence of diffusion constant, spatial dependence 
of diffusion constant, reacceleration, galactic winds, 
etc.



Positrons/Antiprotons/Antideuterons
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• Gamma-rays fluxes still not completely reproduced in 
cosmic-ray models

• Strong dependence on dark halo profile and 
substructure

• But clear signature: gamma-ray lines!

Galactic Gamma Rays

Gamma-rays from neutralinos
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Galactic gamma-rays

GLAST was successfully 
launched June 11, 2008 

and is taking data
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Dark halo substructure

  

                Astro Physics

More movies and images can be found at:  http://www.ucolick.org/~diemand/vl

“Via Lactea”

200 million particles in a 
Milky Way scale halo

particle mass = 20,000M
!

force resolution = 90 pc

WMAP 3year parameters

We find 10,000 subhalos!

Simulation performed on 
NASA's Project Columbia

“Via Lactea” simulation 
(Diemand, Kuhlen, Madau, 2008)



Dark halo substructure
first results from via lactea II

  annhihilation signal from subhalos : predictions for GLAST

total DM signal           subhalos only
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our approach:
collision-less (pure N-body, dark matter only) simulations

•treat all of Omega_m like dark matter

•bad approximation near and in large galaxies
   OK for dwarf galaxies and smaller scales

•simple physics: just gravity, good #CPU scaling                allows high resolution

•no free parameters (ICs known thanks to CMB + ...)

          accurate solution of the idealized problem

complementary approach:
hydrodynamical simulations

• computationally expensive, resolution relatively low

• SPH and grid disagree even in simple tests, Agertz et al 2007

• processes far below the resolved scales (star formation,SN, ... ?)
    implemented through uncertain functions and free parameters

          approximate solution to the more realistic problem

Diemand’s comments on “Via Lactea”:
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Galactic gamma-rays
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Figure 27: Various model predictions for the dark matter density profile of the Milky Way galaxy. 
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Dark halo substructure

Tidal forces can destroy subhalos and generate tidal streams

orbit
Pal 5

trailing tail

leading tail

Streams of stars have 
been observed in the 
galactic halo

SDSS-1
2MASS
SEGUE
.......

Odenkirchen et al 2002 (SDSS)



Extragalactic Gamma Rays

• From other galaxies

- Milky Way satellites, like the Large Magellanic Cloud, 
Draco, Sagittarius, etc.

- Intermediate Mass Black Holes
- Cluster of galaxies (multi-messenger)

• From the whole Universe



The importance of radiative corrections

• Internal bremsstrahlung

• Annihilation and co-annihilation of heavy (≳TeV) 
neutralinos - unitarity of cross section

• Final state interactions



Dark Stars

Cold Dark Matter particles can dramatically alter the 
formation of the first stars, leading to a new stellar phase 
powered by CDM annihilation instead of nuclear fusion

Some consequences

• Affects reionization and early stellar 
enrichment 

• Dark stars may be precursors to the 
supermassive black holes that power 
high red-shift quasars

A Dark Star

Spolyar, Freese, Gondolo 2007

Artist’s impression



Summary

• We have evidence for non-baryonic dark matter that 
is not made of any known elementary particle

• We are in the exploratory stage to figure out its 
nature

• There are many particle physics and astrophysics 
ideas currently explored, and more will come

• Tools for dark matter should be flexible, modular, 
adaptable to new ideas


